BEDFORD TOWNSHIP CEMETERY INFORMATION
1.

COST OF BURIAL SPACES*
Monument Grave

Bedford Resident

$750.00

Flat Grave

Infant Grave

$600.00

Cremation Grave

$300.00

$300.00

Non-Resident
$1,125.00
$900.00
$300.00
$300.00
* These prices represent the regular cost of burial spaces, exclusive of any specified sale price, which may occur from
time to time.

2.

COST OF OPENING AND CLOSING A BURIAL SPACE
Opening/Interment*

Closing/Disinterment

Cremains
and Infant
Burial
Interment*

Cremains and Infant
Burial Disinterment

Monday Friday, until to 3
p.m.

$600.00

$1,200.00

$300.00

$600.00

After 3 p.m. and
Saturday

$750.00

$1,500.00

$375.00

$750.00

Sunday

$900.00

$1,800.00

$450.00

$900.00

$1,200.00

$2,400.00

$600.00

$1,200.00

Holidays

FOOTINGS AND FOUNDATIONS
The footing or foundation, upon which any monument, marker or memorial must be placed, shall be constructed by the
Township at a cost to the owner of the burial right, as follows:
1. Two feet by one foot or less….. $100.00
2. Foundations larger than two feet by one foot shall cost $50.00 additional for each portion or portions thereof.
3. Monuments may be subject to increased cost depending on the size and nature of the monument. If a special
foundation is required for a monument or otherwise, the Sexton may contract the services for the installation
of the special foundation for an additional fee.
4. The maximum size of a marker or foundation for an adult burial space shall be two feet in length and no more
than 75% of the total width of the space.
5. The maximum size of a marker or foundation for a cremation or infant burial space shall be one foot in length
and no more than 75% of the total width of the space.
6. For adjoining burial spaces with a single marker, the maximum size of a marker or foundation shall be 75% of
the total width of the adjoined burial spaces.
7. All monuments shall be approved as to design by the Sexton, and shall not have a height exceeding 4 feet
and a width exceeding three feet.
* Multiple burials in the same grave, as permitted in Ordinance 56, as amended, at the same time, shall be at the same cost
as a single burial opening/interment. The closing/disinterment of a grave with multiple remains or cremains may be
subject to additional costs, and will be assessed on a case by case basis.

3.

BURIAL SPACE TRANSFER FEES. $50.00 per burial space transferred. This applies to an

assignment, sale, gift, or otherwise of someone’s rights to a particular burial space. This does not apply to the actual
moving of a grave.
4.
MOVING A GRAVE SITE. The actual cost to move the grave or foundation & marker, and any
incidental expenses incurred from moving any permanent fixture on the grave site shall be paid by the patron.

